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In this world, varying thoughts, beliefs and forms of God have
been prevalent, and to satisfy everyone’s ‘mind-speculation’, different
types of rituals, worships and sacrifices are performed, in which animal
sacrifice is the most common. Many times to satisfy the deities, even
human beings are sacrificed. Besides, it is painful to observe that
dreadful fights/quarrels occur in the name of religion, in which many
heart-aching, unbearable and indescribable cruelties also happen.
All these unique rituals, heart rending sacrifices, and hatred
filled atrocities are done to please their deity, patron or God. The
purpose of which mostly is –
To be spared from pain and anguish.
Fulfilment of selfish desires.
Enmity or taking revenge.
For own salvation or welfare
Such hollow rituals, sacrifices, or cruelty done to please or
charm God for favors and blessings are prohibited and heavily defiled
in Gurbani.
The wretched apostate realizes not her Lord's will and ever does deeds
in ego.
Practicing fasting, religious routines, piety, self-discipline and worship,
hypocrisy and doubt depart not.
They are impure from within, are pierced through with the love of
riches and are like the elephant, who, after bathing, throws dust on
Himself.
They contemplate not Him, who created them. How can they obtain
peace without His contemplation?
1423
The whole world is entangled in false rituals and has not known the
secret of Lord God
Swyya Patshahee 10
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Divine Blessing or Grace has been otherwise described in
Gurbani and through this Essay in the light of Gurbani , contemplation
on Guru-Grace is presented -The literal meaning of ‘Gurprasad’ is through the Guru’s Grace.
In the beginning of Gurbani, God’s invocatory-song description
is, ‘There is but One God, True is His Name, Creative His Personality,
and Immortal His Form. He is without fear, sans-enmity, unborn and
Self-Illumined. After which By the ‘Guru Grace’ is recorded’, Which
means that the Gurbani that is being written is the result of Guru
‘Blessing’ or ‘Guru-Grace’. That is why the Source originated Bani has
been called God’s Divine Blessing or Guru Grace and countless times,
There is but ‘One God, True Guru’s Grace’ has been entered to
repeatedly remind us that this Bani is the ‘Gift or Blessing’ of Akal
Purkh (Timeless Being), which through His kindness for us humans, He
has brought about for our liberation; so that in the Gurbani’s L:ight,
through intuitive wisdom and Divine Instruction, we can pursue the
righteous path to successfully complete our life journey.
The Servant Nanak speaks but Nectarian Gurbani.
To the mind of Gur-Sikhs, it is dear and pleasing.
The great and perfect True Guru imparts instruction. The great
True Guru is beneficent to all.
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Besides this, ‘Gur-Grace’ has been used countless times in
Gurbani which is symbolic of the Guru’s Blessing or Guru’s Grace.
The ‘Gift of Grace’ is that for which we have made no effort, on
which we have no right, but which ‘Giving’ is entirely the ‘Grace and
Love of the Giver’.
In Gurbani, God has been seen and described as ‘Beloved’,
‘Love-Personality’, ‘Husband’, ‘Mother’, ‘Father’, Relative, etc., and
many other colors of Love emotions.
Thou art my father, Thou art my mother, Thou art my kinsman and
Thou art my brother.
103
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Thou art my mother, father and kinsman and Thou abidest amongst all.
Nanak has sought the protection of the, immaculate is whose praise.
818

In all these feelings, the reflection of Attraction, Love, Romance
are present. This same Divine feeling, Love-elixir, embodiment of

‘love-elixir’ has been called God. In reality ‘God is Love’, hence
He is called ‘Husband’, ‘Beloved’, ‘Love Personality’.
In our visible world, the reflection of this Dive Love-elixir
is specifically evident in the mother’s heart. Hence, to describe
Divine Love, the example of ‘mother-love’ is perfectly suited.
The mother’s heart is full of unlimited love for her child. The
mother is never mindful of the child’s faults and ever imbued in the love
of her child, gives up her ‘own-self’ and does many types of sacrifices
for the child. Due to her ever being the well-wisher, she always thinks,
desires and cultivated good for him. Even if the child makes a mistake,
she even spanks to straighten him. But even then, deep down in the
mother’s heart the motherly ‘love-feeling’ and good wishes naturally
keep engulfing and gushing up, because the child is her ‘offspring’. In
this manner the Godly qualities of ‘ever-blessing’, ‘ever-merciful’,
‘ignoring faults’, the mother shows and cultivates for her child; from
which we recognize these Godly virtues and develop faith.
God has imbibed these Divine virtues of ‘love’, ‘blessing’,
‘ignoring demerits’, and self-sacrifice deeply and in abundance in the
mother’s heart, so that the mother despite the children’s carelessness,
shortcomings, mistakes, and mischiefs ‘can bring them up happily and
with love’, so that they can become capable of living and facing life in
difficult times.
Additionally, when the child even slightly looks at his mother
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with love and otherwise shows any form of love, the mother’s normal
love springs upwards and her pure heart overflows with motherly love
and she fills up the child with extreme warm love through kisses, licking,
and fondling. Unlimited good wishes and blessings gush out of the
mother’s heart. Such an invisible and unique love of the mother is called
‘Nadar Nihal’ (Blessing with exalted Divine Grace.
This worldly ‘mother love’ which besides humans has also been
seen in animals and birds is only for their own child and it bears the hue
of Maya’s three attributed. Hence, this mother love is incomplete and
limited, and cannot be called pure Divine Love. That is why such love in
Gurbani is called ‘attachment’ and we have been warned not to be
enticed in its bonds. Even then, in the Creation, this mother-love is a
suitable and beautiful example and expression of the pure Divine
Love.
The above given example of mother-love has only been provided
for our limited intellect’s understanding. But, this is ‘attachment’,
which due to falling under the three attributes of Maya is limited and
incomplete.
Now, let us contemplate in the light of Gurbani on the ‘DivineForm Mother’s’ pure, complete, infinite, imperceptible and wonderful
Love.
In Gurbani, God has been addressed to in various Love
expressions or feelings, such as ‘Mother’, ‘Father’, ‘Husband’, ‘Beloved
Personality’, etc. Here, we are only contemplating on God’s ‘Mother
Characteristic’.
The mother gives birth to the child from her own womb in the
three attributes of Maya; and that is why she has such a deep and intense
love for her child. This mother-love is also a cloudy reflection of the
Divine Mother Love.
God in his pleasure according to ‘‘Dekhan Ko Parpunch Kia’
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Through His Divine Power ‘Wordless-Word’, created this entire
unlimited Creation, the ‘Divine Play’ for His enjoyment. Putting His
‘Light’ in it, Created the three attributes Maya for it to naturally sprout,
take care and run, which is spontaneously functioning under ‘His Divine
Will’. If, in this material world His Light was not present and to take
care and running, there was no Divine Will, then certainly the
materialistic lifeless world would have been destroyed by collusions with
one another. But, everything in nature being strung in the cord of
everlasting, infallible and complete Divine Will, is spontaneously
functioning, performing their designated roles and in this manner, this
Creation has been bound in the Divine Will for ages and will continue to
do so.
Like the sunshine originates from the Sun and its rays carry all
the Sun’s qualities, such as heat, light, energy, life-essence, etc., but heat
is the distinctive quality from which all other virtues derive essence or
life current. In other words in the Sun, heat is the primary quality
power from which all other qualities derive ‘energy’, or ‘life’. Similarly,
from the worldly ‘mother’s love’ or ‘attachment’, for fulfilment of all the
child’s needs; effort, sacrifice, selfless service, grace, blessing, patience,
and for the child’s up-bringing, comfort, betterment, flowering; good
wishes and blessing’s in the mother’s mind, heart, and subconsciousness;
penetrate, reside, dissolve, spontaneously sprout and manifest. From
this, it is evident that all the virtues and thoughts for the well being of the
child emanate from the mother’s love emotion, which result in the child’s
upbringing and flowering. This mother-love or attachment works on the
child so long as the child remains in tune with the mother’s thoughts,
fondness and love feelings. When the child grows up and starts
functioning with his own mind and ‘out of tune’ with the mother’s
feelings, he is deprived of the ‘mother-love’s warmth and good wishes,
suffers the result of his actions for which he is himself responsible.
This means that, if the child becomes selfish and separate from the
mother’s love, he bears the results of his own actions. Even then, in the
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mother’s heart the feelings of good wishes and blessings remain intact
and whenever the child, realizing the result of his own doing comes back
to the mother; the ‘mother’ again heartily embraces him and showers
her warm love and blessings.
If the son, in great rage, runs away even then, the mother
bears it not in her mind.
478

This is similar to our being the Lord’s offspring, but in the ‘memine’ duality or Maya influence, or entangled in the five vices, we
become careless or turn away from His Love; then we are devoid of the
Ever-Blessing Divine Mother’s ‘Grace’. However even then, if his
intuition is somehow awakened in the holy company of enlightened souls
and he comes out of the duping Maya’s net, and submits to either God
or the ‘Divine Mother’ –then, according to Her ingrained Nature, the
‘Divine Mother’ showers him with Mercy or again blesses him for
enjoying the gifts of Love, Elixir, Beauty, etc.
Who so ever seeks the Lord's protection, him He hugs to His
bosom. This is quality of the Lord.
544
Whosoever seeks Thy refuge, O Sire Lord, him, Thou sustain
him.
1333

The Creator through His ‘Word’ created several types of
existence in water, earth, air, sky, and the underworld as vegetation,
animals, birds and moths-insects. Then, He not only created but
embellished them to the brim with various colors, fragrances, forms and
apes. Is this everything not the Creator’s Grace? If, like the honey
bee we do not relish the extract of any flower from the many types of
unlimited beauty, colors, fragrances and the sight of the bumble bee
madly fluttering around; it does not mean absence of the Guru’s Grace,
but due to our own intellect and filth, we do not enjoy the afore
mentioned gifts and blessings, and ourselves stay devoid of this
‘Grace’.
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Similarly, He is ‘Blessing’ so many types of fruits with LoveRelish, but how many times we enjoy the beauty or colors of a fruit’s
looks/ appearance before eating; actually many time we don’t even enjoy
the taste while eating. Don’t we therefore separate ourselves from the
Lord’s continued Blessing and Grace?
With regard to the mother-child, the current of mental and
bodily love-emotions is ever flowing, which may be latent before the
child’s birth, but later, even with the child’s ‘resentment or indifference’
is never obliterated. In other words the ‘being’ of ‘mother-love’
emotions is forever but falls within the three attributes of Maya. Even
then the mother’s heart is ‘ever-blissful’ and ‘ever-merciful’, or her this
feeling for the child can never end for any reason; that is why the
fragrance of this mother-love emotion can be called ‘blessing’, ‘mercy’
‘grace’. This mother-love attraction is the gift of God in all the mothers’
hearts. –Hence, consciously, God Himself is the real, original and Divine
Mother. This Divine Mother is ‘fondling’, ‘playing-plays’, ‘everblessing’, ‘ever-graceful’, ‘unmindful of faults’, and ’showering gifts
without asking’ on all beings i.e., Her offspring with Her Divine, neverending, eternal, Love forever. In Gurbani, this has been called the ‘True
Guru’s Grace’; because this ‘Grace’ is not dependent upon our any
effort or ritual. This is welling-up, sprouting and illuminating;
spontaneously, itself and forever like fragrance from the ‘Love-Form’
Being of God and is not bound by any ‘Guru Grace’ law and neither
there is any condition for it. This is God’s spontaneous, forever, eternal,
unending illumination, ‘fragrance’, gift, which never increases or
decreases for any reason like the Sun’s sunlight illumination. For this
comforting and benefiting sunlight, we have never asked for, made any
endeavor or effort; but we are getting it spontaneously, by itself and
forever. That is why it is purely God’s Blessing and Grace.
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Similarly, we are receiving many ‘love-gifts’ without asking
from the Giving Lord, like water, air, fire, food, fruits, etc. It is of great
wonder that the Timeless Being created all these unlimited gifts for us in
abundance along with Creating the Creation and their availability
forever has also been arranged.
Thine excellences, I forever, admire by night and day.
Thou givest Thine gifts unasked Says, Nanak O Man! do thou
reflect over the True Lord.
73

Due to the Lord’s Divine ‘Light’ presence in all beings, we are
the ‘offspring’ of God and the Lord through ‘His One Word’ Created
His Own Creation in unlimited varying colors-forms, and simultaneously
for fulfilling their needs, blessed it with unlimited and unending gifts so
that we can freely and without worry play our parts in the three attributes
Mayaci play/ phenomena and can be comfortable in this world and the
next.
In reality, whatever has come into existence through Divine
Word, all that is the manifestation of ‘Guru Grace’.

That God Himself is Love-Personality, Most-Beloved, MotherFather. Hence, His ‘Word’ or Creation is the manifestation or
projection of Divine Love. Which has been called ‘Divine Will’
in Gurbani. The process of this ‘Divine Will’ manifestation or
Illumination is His ‘Blessing’, ‘Mercy’, ‘Compassion’ and
‘Guru-Grace’.
The Nature’s ‘pace’ is on a particular course, but
sometimes in a huge ‘tidal wave outburst’, or implosion occurs,
like a storm, flood, etc. Similarly, in the human impulse also
outbursts and overflows occur. Like, in the mother’s heart a love
emotion is spontaneously flowing, but sometimes due to the child’s
separation, pangs of love emotions start flowing in the form of
tears from her eyes. Similarly, when the child by a ‘love
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expression innocently allures the mother’, her heart naturally
wells up with love and in the deep feelings of this mother- love,
her entire-self melts, boils and becomes evident in her natural
behavior, and she fondles the child in unique ways, plays with and
calls him with love filled emotions, and many good wishes and
blessings spontaneously sprout up from the depths of her heart.
The mother’s entire body and blood melt with love and changing
into the form of milk fills up her bosom, and overflows; this
gushing out is the entire play of the manifestation or magic of
the mother-love’s deep impulse. In this manner, these unusual
waves or impulses occur many times outside the common laws of
Nature.
Exactly the same way, whenever God’s devotees or the ‘Godloving’ innocently, intoxicated in ‘God Love’ with deep felt emotions,
spontaneously express a sacred trust; then like the mother, in response to
His ‘loving devotees’ unique innocent-love and love-emotion, God also
fondly overflows and bestows the Godly Gifts of Naam, Cup of Love,
and Service, etc., windfall of many other asked for Gifts, which in
Gurbani is called ‘Guru-Grace’ or ‘Blessings-Glance’, and many
examples of which are found in the Sikh religious history.
He who makes on offering of even a sea shell before the True
Guru with loving worship and faith, the Guru blesses him with
the countless treasures of invaluable wealth, that is Naam.
VBG111
Here, it is important to understand another crucial point; the love
feeling for the child is permeated in the worldly ‘mother’s mind and
body, and in all types of her thoughts, thinking and tasks, her ‘loveemotion’ sprouts itself and leisurely, spontaneously comes into play. In
this way the ‘love-vibration’ or blessing or ‘Guru Grace’ is forever,
uninterrupted, in-exhaustible and continuous which wells up from the
‘Divine Mother-Father’ Being’s, overflowing and illuminating, is
pervading and imbibing in every particle of the Creation and gives the
life-gift to all the beings.
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The name of the flow of this continuous Divine-vibration is
Guru-Grace. Its ‘movement’ is called ‘Hukam’, Divine Will.
This Divine ‘life-current’ keeps functioning in the being so
long as he does not interfere with its flow by virtue of his intellect or
ego. We can enjoy the warmth of sunlight so long as we are not ‘hidden
from the Sun’s existence’. If we ‘separate ourselves’ from the comfort
of the sunshine, it is our own carelessness not that of the Sun. When
‘man’ turns away and ‘forgets God’, then the flow of Divine Blessing or
‘Guru Grace’ is interrupted, and he is separated from the Divine
Blessing, and like the self mistaken lost child, breaks away from the
cool mist of ‘Guru Grace’, functions under Maya and comes under the
law of, ‘As you sow, so shall you reap’ and bears its consequences.
Hence, the bottom line of this whole matter is our own
‘forgetfulness’ or remembrance of the Lord. When we forget our
‘Divine Mother’, we ourselves create an interruption in the flow of
Divine Grace and separate from the Guru-Grace. Again if we come
out of forgetfulness and through ‘remembrance, or Simran’ of the
‘Divine Mother’, our mind’s cord will re-attach to the Divine flow and
we will again come under the protection of Guru Grace and enjoy Divine
Love.
Then alone, the man is in pain when he forgets God.
Afflicted with hunger, he runs about in many ways.
98
Contemplating Thee, O Lord, supreme bliss wells up. He
who forgets Thee, He meets his end.
749
Then alone man is in pain, when he forgets the Lord. Peace
wells up when the Lord is remembered.
813

That is why in Sukhmani Sahib (Bani), the fifth Sovereign, Guru
has given following instructions:-By whose grace thou eats the thirty-six delicacies,
bear that Lord in thy mind.
By whose kindness thou dwellest comfortably in thy palace,
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ever meditate on Him within thy mind.
By whose favor thou enjoyest love and pleasures,
O Nanak! constantly meditate on Him who is worthy of
meditation.

269

By whose grace thou hast healthy golden body,
fix thy attention on that loving Lord.
By whose grace all thy sins are screened,
seek the protection of that Lord Master
By whose favor thou wears ornaments,
my soul why art thou sluggish in remembering Him?
By whose favor, thou hast gardens property and wealth,
keep that Lord in deep within thy heart.
By whose favor thou hast the beauteous form,
contemplate over that, ever Incomparable Lord.
By whose kindness all thy works are accomplished,
within thy mind deem Him to be ever close by.

270

Out of the 8.4 million species, only man has been blessed with
sharp intellect; all others have been given just enough understanding that
they can live their lives. But, due to man being the king of all species,
God has blessed him with a sharp intellect, due to which his repeatedly
using many treats and tricks, means-methods, cleverness, sharpness has
forgotten the very ‘Being’ of his Creator, ‘Divine Mother’, ‘FatherGod’ turns away and ignoring the Divine Will functions under the three
attributes of Maya and suffers the results. All other 8.4 million species
due to their limited intellect spontaneously and innocently abide by the
inlaid Divine Will and live their lives. That is why their evolutionary
development is occurring spontaneously. Accordingly, Guru Baba (Wise
Guru) has given following instructions to the human beings :Lay aside all thy cleverness and enshrine affection for the True
Name.
Abandon thy cleverness, O good men and remember Lord God,
the king.
11
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Take thou the advice of the Guru, O silly man.
Without Lord's meditation good many wise men have been
drowned.
288
Abandon thou thine crooked ways and realize the Guru's
instruction.
646
Shed thou thy cleverness, O my mind, and deliberate over the Guru's
hymns.
440

Our Divine Mother-Father knew that man under his ego,
through sharp intellect, tricks and treats, wisdom, can forget his Creator,
the Lord; hence from the beginning to bring back His prodigal sons
from forgetfulness to remembrance or the warm and comforting
shade/protection of Guru-Grace, according to the need sent into this
world, Source Originated Gurus, Prophets, Holy Men, Hermits, Sadhus,
Saints, Enlightened Souls, Beloved Gurmukhs; who according to the
prevailing times imparted intuitional instructions to the humans for
leading spiritual lives.
God himself sends the saints to the world saying. "I am not far
from ye".
929
Of himself, the Saint-Guru is the embodiment of the Lord's body.
From the great fire, the Lord himself saves the man.
1005

From the above contemplation, it becomes clear that God created
the cosmos at once through His ‘Word’ and imparting His ‘Light’ in it,
made all arrangements for its running through Divine Will. All this is
the eternal mark of the ‘Love-Personality’, Timeless-Being and GuruGrace. Hence, in Bani He is addressed to :Ever pardoner art Thou, ever Beneficent, Thou O Lord, givest
support to all.
713

Similarly, Gurbani is also Source Originated, God’s Blessing,
True Guru’s Grace, or Intuitional Gift. God or our Divine Mother has
immense Love-Emotions in Her heart for Her offspring. That is why in
Gurbani, the Timeless Being is addressed to as ‘Beloved’, ‘SuperBeloved, ‘Love-Personality’, etc.
The fascinating Lord, ornament of soul and the support of life is
supremely dear unto me.
542
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Thou art my Beloved and Thou the support of my very life
Seeing, seeing Thee, my soul has blossomed.
740

The feelings of ‘Compassion’, ‘Blessing’, ‘Grace’, ‘Guru-Grace’
are all part and parcel of this ‘Divine Love-attraction’.
The worldly mother also has abundant love for her own child
and cannot tolerate the separation of her child and keeps looking for
clues of the forgetting or separated child and keeps longing to hug him
again and again and comfort him with mother-love and the warmth of her
bosom; sending messages to her child, she keeps motivating and
pulling him towards her.
Similarly, our ‘Divine Mother’, God cannot also bear the
separation of Her offspring; hence in the intuitive life flow of the entire
creation She imparts Her ‘Love’s Pull-String’. The Divine Love’s
this ‘Pull’ or ‘String’ or flow is symbolic of the Timeless Being’s
Compassion, Blessing, Guru-Grace. Which is inlaid in every being or is
pervading within in abundance, and this Love Pull-String’s flow is
forever, never ending and timeless.
Th Reverend God takes care of me and I am the child of God.
Reverend Lord is my mother, Reverend Lord my father and the
Reverend Lord my Cherisher.
Slowly and steadily, He feeds me and is never lethargic.
He reminds me not of my demerits and hugs me to His bosom.
1101

The 8.4 million species innocently and spontaneously are floating
towards their ‘Source’, the Timeless Being and in ‘tune’ with the flow
of His Divine Will, ‘Guru-Grace’; but man in his powerful ‘ego’ and
sharp intellect thoroughly examines and scrutinizes everything and
according to the hue of his mind reaches conclusions. Similarly, even for
his Creator, God repeatedly indulges in many questions/ answers,
means-methods, cleverness, doubts, philosophies and objections on
God’s Being and Blessings. Doing these objections many times
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reaches the stage, ‘there is no God!’ In this manner, man getting out
of tune from the Cord or Impulse of faith and intuitive trust - gets
separated from the Divine Blessing or ‘Guru-Grace’.
Any person’s connection of intimacy depends on trust of oneanother which keeps them ‘in tune’ and they each give and take
intuitionally. When the cord of trust is broken or becomes loose, then
the connection becomes superficial, hollow and of no benefit. That is, due
to their mind’s lack of inner communication in their thoughts, feelings and
dealings, a difference is created. They may be living together or dealing
outwardly, but internally become out of tune, due to which there can be
no intuitional give and take between them.
Similarly, due to the cleverness and doubts, there is an
impediment in the feelings of trust with God and our Spiritual
communion does not happen, resulting our separating from the Divine
Illumination, Blessing and ‘Guru Grace’. This is the fault of our
ignorance and carelessness, not that of ‘Guru Grace’.
She, who meets with her Lord the heart's way, ever abides with
Him. That is called the real meeting.
725
By uniting outwardly, the united one unites not, he meets, if he
meets inwardly.
He who meets in spirit, is said to have really met.
791

This is due to the following root causes:-1. Forgetting God by losing Trust in His Being or turning
away from Him.
2. Becoming ignorant or careless about God’s Blessing or
Guru Grace.
3. Getting out of tune or break off from God’s Love-String,
the ‘Divine flow’ of God’s Will, through own cleverness
and intellect.
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By forgetting the supreme Lord, all the ailments cling to the
man.
The non-believers in the Omnipresent Lord suffer separation
from Him, birth after birth.
135

That is why Gurbani instructs the ‘forgetful’ and ‘turned away’ beings
from God as follows :-In the saints holy company faith arises in the mortal.
Ever without and within us is that Lord's light.
343
In the holy company of saints this faith that in life and death God is
with us is established.
401
Without the holy company of saints, Lord's love wells up not and,
without love, Thy service cannot be performed.
694
When the mortal meets with the holy company of saints, then obtains
the staunchness of faith and the Lord's Name ferries him across. 981
Meeting the holy company society, O Nanak, they come to enshrine
affection for the Lord.
521
Fear of God and love for mankind is diffused in the holy company of
saints, the sense of non-attachment prevails.
VBG 3/13
In the love and fear of holy company of saints one finds the true
self.
VBG 3/20

We must read these Gurbani versus by understanding the
underlying meaning and trying to live by these again and again take
the refuge of SatGuru’s Lotus feet. Then becoming worthy of the
SatGur Grace live our lives successfully.
In the Lord's refuge all the fears depart, pains disappear, and peace, is
obtained.
When the Transcendent Lord Master becomes compassionate, the
mortal dwells on the Perfect True Guru.
615
Forsaking all, I have now grasped the Lord's protection.
By great good destiny the Guru mightily pleased with me.
866

The SatGuru has shown a very easy and only one way for this
intuitive play –
15

Joining the holy company of saints, contemplate over the Name
alone.
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The essence of this entire Essay is presented below –
‘ Guru-Grace’ is the sign and expression of Divine Love.

Yes Sire: This ‘Guru Grace’ is :-The Embrace of Love
His Warmth
His Fondling
His Play-Playing
His Exuberance
His Elation
His Bloom
Overflow of His Love
Boiling over of His Love
The Relish
The Greatest Relish
In this manner, this is His Love’s :-Overflowing
Heart Fascinating Glance
Magic of His Glance
Intoxication of His Glance
Ecstasy of this Intoxication
Current of the Ecstasy
Flow of the Ecstasy

Which is :-Love Form
Illumination Form
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Is Spontaneous
Is Omnipresent
Yes Sire! Guru-Grace reality is :-Unending
Fathomless
Immeasurable
Unbreakable
Forever
Brimful
Continuous
This –
Is Intertwined
Without Laws
Is ‘no power to beg, no power to give’
Its Source is –
‘Ever Blessing’
‘Ever Merciful’
‘Does not Mind any Faults’
‘Brimful with all Virtues’
‘All Pervading’
The ‘Guru-Grace’ Blessing is functioning in our thoughts,
emotions, feelings and in every aspect of our life. We live, exist and
function in the brimful-immeasurable-forever ocean of ‘Guru-Grace’
and eventually merge into it.
Like the sunshine is the sign or mark of the Sun; similarly the
‘Guru-Grace’ is the sign of God’s existence.
Where there is Guru-Grace, there is God.
Where there is God, there is ‘Guru-Grace’.
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In this way God Himself is Guru-Grace and Guru-Grace
itself is God.
In the thankfulness of such all-pervading, all brimful, all
comforting, for-ever, Love-Form ‘Guru-Grace’ to do Simran unbroken
and spontaneously is the goal and purpose of our life.
With what mouth should praise the ever-giving beneficent
Lord,
who mercifully preserves us and reaches us sustenance?
No one is under the sway of another, There is but one support of all.
Giving His hand, the Lords cherishes all, like His children.
The Lord enacts joyous plays, which one can understand not the
least.
The Omnipotent Lord lends support to all. Unto Him, I am a sacrifice.
Night and day sing thou the praise of Him, who is worthy of
being eulogized.
They, who repair to the Guru's Feet, enjoy the Lord's elixir.
957
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End.

